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The Prisoner’s Dilemma: A Model for More Intelligent Branching Decisions

A relatively obscure branch of economics known as game 
theory offers a nearly perfect instructive example of 
today’s branch banking environment.  First developed in 
the 1940s by economists John von Neumann and Oskar 
Morgenstern, game theory studies the different strategic 
choices independent parties make, given certain information 
and incentives.  (If this sounds remotely familiar, you may 
have seen the 2001 film A Beautiful Mind about John Nash 
and his Nobel Prize-winning work in game theory – which 

surely set the record for most unlikely subject matter to win 
four Academy Awards including best picture.)

The prisoner’s dilemma is a model in game theory that 
illustrates that decisions one person (or organization) makes 
absent any information about how others will behave can 
lead to suboptimal results.  The prisoner’s dilemma involves 
two criminals apprehended for the same crime, each being 
questioned separately.

Findings From the 2007 FDIC Deposit Statistics

In late October, the FDIC released its June 30, 2007 branch 
level deposit statistics.  The statistics show continued strong 
deposit growth in the major Texas markets, but a slowdown 
in deposit growth in California.  Across the nation, deposits 
increased by 250B, or almost 4% compared to 2006.

But deposit growth varied by region.  Among the 30 largest 
U.S. metros, the three fastest growing markets in percentage 
terms were all in Texas, as San Antonio, Dallas, and Houston 
all posted deposit increases of 12% - 17% in the past year.  
And while traditionally mature northern metros such as 
New York, Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia, and Baltimore 
ranked among the slowest growing markets, sunbelt markets 
including Phoenix, Riverside, Sacramento, San Diego, and 
Orlando also showed growth rates under 2%.  For Phoenix, 
Riverside, and Orlando, last year’s performance counters a 
trend of sharp increases in recent years and may reflect real 
estate based slowdowns in those economies. 

Even as deposit growth slowed in some markets, branching 
activity remained strong across much of the nation.  Over 200 
branches were added in New York in the past year, though 
that represents only a 4% increase on that market’s sizable 
base.  Eight other markets added at least 50 branches; this 
includes high growth markets such as Dallas and Houston but 
also stable deposit markets such as Chicago, Los Angeles, 
and St. Louis, as well as Phoenix and Orlando, two markets 
in an apparent deposit growth slowdown.

In markets of all sizes, bankers continue to follow household 
migration.  There is a strong correlation between recent 
branch growth and projected household growth, as bankers 
compete for prime locations in expanding markets.  Markets 
in California, Florida, and Texas, as well as Atlanta, top the 
rankings of both new branches and projected household 
growth.  However, should projected household growth in 
these markets fail to materialize, institutions could be left 
with numerous premature, underperforming branches in  
far suburban locales – waiting for development to finally 
creep closer.

Bancography is pleased to announce the addition of Brand 
Strategy to our slate of consulting services.  Developing a 
voice for your institution’s brand is critical for differentiating 
your institution in the highly competitive and increasingly 
commoditized financial services industry.  Bancography offers 
a highly successful process that effectively and distinctively 
positions your brand.  

The core product of the Brand Strategy discipline, the 
Bancography Brand Map, will develop your institution’s brand 
and present a streamlined process toward positioning your 
institution in the competitive marketplace.  The Brand Map 
becomes the guide for executing a consistent brand message 
across all internal and external contact points.  A well-defined 
brand resulting from the Bancography Brand Map can act as 
the driving force for the success of the entire organization.

Along with the Bancography Brand Map, additional brand 
strategy services available from Bancography include Name 
Development and Communications Audit.  

Leading Bancography’s branding discipline is John M. Mathes, 
a 30-year marketing veteran with an extensive background 
in financial services branding.  Mathes is an award-winning 
strategist, author and industry speaker who for the last several 
years has crafted brands, brand strategies and brand positionings 
for community banks and credit unions.  Additionally, Mathes 
has enjoyed a long-tenured career with major advertising 
agencies and most recently spent the last six years as Vice 
President/Director of Brand Strategy for Brandpartners Retail, 
a financial services design/build firm located in Rochester, NH.

For more information on Bancography’s Brand Strategy 
services, visit www.bancography.com or call (770) 360-5710.
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How to Evaluate Branch Consolidation Decisions
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If the prisoners cooperate with each other and neither 
confesses, the police have little evidence and can 
convict each only of a misdemeanor, with a sentence
of six months.

If one prisoner confesses and implicates the other, he 
goes free while his accomplice serves six years.

If both confess, they each serve three years.

If you were one of the prisoners, what would you do?  

At fi rst, the best strategy appears to be to turn on your 
associate and go free.  BUT…if he does the same…you 
both serve three years.  So instead, maybe you stand fi rm 
and don’t speak.  BUT…then if he speaks, you serve six 
years while he goes free.  Absent any information about the 
other’s behavior, you each have incentive to confess; yet 
you would both be better off if neither of you spoke.

Now consider that new suburban development where 
they’ve built 1,500 homes and a strip center anchored 
by the most successful grocery chain in town.  There 
are numerous outparcels available.  Your models show 
potential for a new branch to reach 50M in deposits, 
enough to yield the 15% internal rate of return your CFO 
demands.  Do you build a branch?

In isolation, the answer appears to be a resounding ‘yes’. 
But just like in the prisoner’s dilemma, an answer that 
doesn’t consider the moves of others can yield destructive 
results.  There are 50M in deposits to be won; but if a 
competitor uses the same logic and also builds a branch, 
you may each reach only 25M, too small for either 
institution to reach profi tability.  Yet if you don’t build 
because you fear that another competitor would dilute the 
market demand, you leave an uncontested market where 
your competitor can now build a branch guaranteed to 
reach profi tability.  In sum, if each institution acts in its 
best interests, the result benefi ts neither.  What to do, in a 
world where every institution seems to be chasing the same 
markets?

The best course might be to meet with your competitor, 
who also understands that two branches can’t both prosper 
but is unwilling to leave the submarket to you, and propose 
that you’ll stay out of Northside if they’ll stay out of 
Southside.  Sadly, the Department of Justice frowns on 
such behavior.  There are two primary implications for 
branching decisions:

Seek market areas where the competitors can’t enter.  
In real world examples, this can mean a strictly 
controlled planned use development, where the ‘town 
center’ only includes one designated space for a 
fi nancial institution.  It can also include a more urban 
transit oriented development with similar restrictions 
(these are the condo-oriented communities that are 
emerging in many near suburbs along rail lines in cities 
such as Washington D.C., Denver, Portland, and many 
other large cities).  But this also implies considering 
small neighborhood submarkets; not the highway 
where every other branch has built, but the local 
dry cleaner – video store – restaurant – gas station 
concentration where there may be 50% of the demand 
as on the highway, but only 25% as much competition.

If you must pursue the most competitive areas, where 
it’s assured that many others will enter too, use a 
branch service model where even a diluted balance 
sheet can still yield profi tability.  Returning to the 
example above, in a two-competitor world if you fi nd 
a submarket with 50M in deposit potential, you must 
forecast conservatively and assume your competitor 
will build soon too, and deploy a service model that 
can reach profi tability at 25M.  If the competitor 
doesn’t build, all the better; but if the submarket gets 
divided, your institution still succeeds.  This mandates 
smaller footprints; amortizing infrastructure costs with 
co-tenants; and most importantly, effi cient operating 
models and advanced technologies that minimize 
staffi ng costs.

In many markets, banking has entered an environment of 
destructive competition.  At some time in the future, many 
branches may merge, fail, or otherwise exit the market.  
But unless you plan to simply outlast the competition 
(and few can afford this strategy), it is best to assume that 
competitors will act with an isolated view of their own 
self-interest and continue their rampant branching.  Thus, 
bankers must either branch where their competitors can’t, 
or branch with a cost structure that can insure profi tability 
even in a highly divided marketplace.
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Determining the fi nancial impact of closing a branch 
can present a diffi cult challenge to a fi nancial institution 
seeking to rationalize its network.  While some 
consolidation decisions will involve immediately 
overlapping branches from mergers with no runoff 
implications, anything other than an ‘across the street’ 
scenario requires detailed forecasting.  To understand 
the complete fi nancial impact of closures, bankers must 
consider four principal factors:

Attrition 
What proportion of revenues will leave the institution 
as a result of the proposed consolidation?  To 
estimate attrition, fi rst determine which balances are 
location-sensitive.  A CD won’t close due to a branch 
closure; a checking account may.  Next, for those 
location-sensitive accounts, calculate the likelihood 
of retention as a function of the customer’s distance 
to the nearest surviving branch.  In situations where 
another branch sits within one mile of the customer’s 
home or business address, attrition will be low, 5% at 
most.  But as distance to the nearest remaining branch 
increases, so does attrition.  Attrition can easily reach 
20% (incremental to normal non-location based 
attrition) for customers more than two or three miles 
from any remaining branch, depending on market 
density.  When calculating attrition, quantify in terms 
of lost revenue (use a spread based margin method), 
not just lost balances.

Replenishment
How much will production decline as a result of 
the consolidation?  Remember, if a branch has 100 
accounts today and 100 accounts next year, those 
won’t all be the same 100 accounts.  Each year 
some portion of the balance sheet turns over, as 
new accounts replace closed accounts.  Reduced 
replenishment is an opportunity cost of closure, and it 
represents the value of accounts that would have been 
opened (but now will not be) had the consolidation 
not occurred.  To estimate this cost, calculate the 
number of last year’s new accounts that were from 
customers living within two miles of the closing 

branch but who will not be within that range of any 
surviving branch.  These are customers who, when 
they next seek to open an account, are more likely to 
visit a competitor in the immediate area than to visit 
your institution’s more distant branch.  Production 
should fall by a corresponding amount.  Using 
an average balance and spread for new accounts 
(and this will apply to all product types, not just 
transaction types), calculate the revenue impact.

Effi ciency
How much will non-interest expense decline?  Not 
all staff costs will leave, as you may need to add 
tellers at the receiving branch to serve the increased 
transaction demand.  Other operating costs may only 
be partially affected, too.  Be sure also to accurately 
estimate changes in facilities costs.  Does the rent 
payment end immediately, or does a lease remain in 
place?  Are there fi xed asset disposal costs, or gains?  

Image
Will the bank’s retention and productivity at 
other branches in the community decline as a 
result of the consolidation?  This can occur for 
two reasons:  existing households may penalize 
the institution if they perceive that it is not fully 
committed to the community.  Any time branches 
close, competing bankers are sure to approach 
your institution’s customers – even those otherwise 
unaffected by the closure – and tout their superior 
strength, commitment, and convenience.  Further, 
new customers may be less likely to choose your 
institution if it maintains a smaller network, as 
customers routinely choose providers based on 
perceived network convenience.  Though this effect 
would be imperceptible when contracting a 50 branch 
network to 49; it could be meaningful if contracting a 
small town network from three branches to two.

Until bankers assess and quantify each of these factors, 
they can not offer a reasonable estimate of the fi nancial 
impact of branch consolidation decisions. 
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markets?
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